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The Ryn (Eyes of E'veria)
TorBane was created to save the world. Cybernetic technology designed to fuse
with human DNA gave it the ability to heal anything. Instead, it left ninety-eight
percent of Earth’s population more machine than man. Eve is a soldier without a
past. Her only goal is to keep her family, the colony of Eden, alive and away from
the Bane: those infected by TorBane. She hunts, she watches, and she fights when
needed. Avian and West will wake her up. One a soldier, one a keeper of
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secrets—they will both test Eve’s sanity and awaken emotions she never knew she
could feel. And she will make a choice that will change the future of mankind.
Those few humans left will fight. Against the evolving Bane, against those among
themselves that may be human, but may not have a conscience or soul. And they’ll
stand together until the very end. The Eden Trilogy is The Terminator meets The
Walking Dead with a heart-twisting romance and an explosive finish you’ll never
see coming. This omnibus edition includes THE BANE, THE HUMAN, THE EVE, THE
RAID: an Eden short story, and THE ASHES: an Eden prequel.

Uprising (Emerge Trilogy Book 2)
A new family has just arrived in the isolated mountain town of Telluride, Colorado.
Welcome the Johnstons - Jason (a doctor), Rachel (a designer), and their niece
Emily (a current High School Senior). Emily has lived the life of a quiet loner in the
past, trying to go unnoticed. But with Telluride being such a small and welcoming
town, she finds a group of friends at school almost immediately. When Emily meets
Link (another new transplant in town) her world turns upside down. She doesn't
understand why she feels a magnetic pull toward him, or why she unknowingly lets
her guard down around him. Link is just as confused by his own need to be with
her. Emily knows she is playing with fire. She should be doing whatever she can to
keep herself isolated, to keep Link from getting too close. Danger has a way of
finding Emily's family - that is what keeps them on the move. They arrive in a new
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town every few years - it is safer that way. Because Emily isn't really Emily her real
name is Charity - and Charity has an even bigger secret. Charity and her family are
not like other people, they have "skills" that mere mortals cannot begin to
comprehend. Before long, Charity is struggling with the reality that her two lives
are coming closer to each other with each passing day. Soon Link will find himself
wrapped in a supernatural world that he never knew existed - and discover that
mortals are not the only beings that walk this earth.

Truth is in the Darkness
Intelligence analyst and former FBI special agent Brooke Fairfax is on the run. Not
from anything sinister, but from her past. She's hiding from Declan O'Roark after
he proposed a question she simply wasn't ready to answer. She finds solitude in
Washington D.C. where she struggles to reconcile her feelings about her late
husband and a possible future with Declan. Within hours, Declan tracks her down,
desperate to save the relationship.After establishing a tenuous truce, Brooke and
Declan meet a suspicious man outside a Georgetown neighborhood bar. Terror
begins to unfold just as Brooke realizes the man's intentions. But what appears to
be yet another random shooting spree turns out to be a highly targeted act.
Brooke's and Declan's lives will be changed forever -- if they're lucky enough to
escape.
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Shadow Summoner
This is the complete collection of Emerge novels: Emerge, Uprising, and
Renaissance. And a special link to download "The Meeting" at the end of the third
book. “Plagues and politics and romance, oh my! Dystopia meets science fiction in
Emerge, the first book in a new series from popular YA author Heather Sunseri.
…Truly, a well-crafted dystopian romance! Don’t miss this one!” - USA Today When
a deadly virus ravaged humanity, the wealthy and powerful erected a walled city
to keep the disease, and everyone else, away. Now the disease is back, and the
only hope for a cure lies within the sole person to survive the virus, a young
girl—Cricket—who fled the city six years ago. Now, West must find Cricket, his best
childhood friend who is now seventeen, before it’s too late. The problem? Cricket
has no intention of being found. Enjoy the journey of West and Cricket as they
reject the power and authority of people who attempted to rebuild a country and
search for some sort of a future in a world that has been destroyed.

A Thief Revealed
"A young woman living in obscurity learns she is the long lost heir to the throne
and the key to defeating her kingdom's most ancient enemy."--t.p. verso.
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Chosen by Grace
She was created for a purpose so revolutionary, someone was willing to kill for it.
Seventeen-year-old Lexi Matthews keeps two secrets from her elite boarding
school classmates—she’s the daughter of a famous and controversial geneticist,
and she can influence people’s thoughts. But after new student Jack DeWeese
heals her broken arm with an anything-but-simple touch, he forces Lexi to face a
new reality—her abilities reach much further than speaking to the minds of others.
After Lexi’s father goes missing and she receives threatening emails, she can’t
decide whether to fall into Jack’s arms or run and hide. As Lexi seeks answers to
what she and Jack are, she discovers a truth more unsettling than anything her
science books can teach. And letting Jack into her life of secrets is not only a threat
to her very existence, but it just might break her heart wide open.

Death is in the Details
Terrorists and United States Special Forces descend on Paris when Lola Parks
stumbles upon top secret information that could get her killed. Lola Parks has
waited twelve years to exact revenge against the man who destroyed her family
and compelled her into a nomadic life as a master thief, stuck in a constant catand-mouse game to avoid Interpol. When she breaks into Claude Marquis’ wine
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cellar to steal a crate of extremely valuable wine—the last of her family’s
legacy—Lola stumbles across highly classified information that could get a national
leader, and Lola herself, killed. Dimitri Tobias forced himself apart from Lola for
more than a year, terrified he would lead Jack Barnes, a British crime boss who
wants Lola dead, to her doorstep. But when Interpol approaches Dimitri with new
evidence about Lola’s crimes, and terrorists blow up her Paris flower shop, Dimitri
realizes Lola needs him now more than ever. The problem? It’s going to take a lot
more than the threat of prison or terrorists’ wrath to scare Lola back into Dimitri’s
arms. Can Lola let go of her anger toward Dimitri and her need for revenge long
enough to escape the men who want Lola dead? Or will she find that Dimitri’s
desires for her are far more dangerous? In A Thief Consumed, Parks abandons her
unrealistic desire to break away from a life of crime. Instead, she discovers being a
well-known, internationally-wanted thief just might get her exactly what she wants.
Download A Thief Consumed,and raise a toast to friendships betrayed, plots of
political assassination laid, and debts of revenge repaid. You’ll be up all night
drinking in this one!

Cut in Darkness
Take a deep breath before you start the now complete World Aflame Series. This
action adventure series filled with cinematic science fiction action, end of the world
apocalyptic events, and heart pounding thrills will leave you enthralled from
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beginning to end. Fans of The Maze Runner by James Dasher and I Am Number
Four by Pittacus Lore will love this teen fiction series. With over 400 five-star series
reviews on Goodreads, this is definitely the series you should read next! Wind
Warrior is the READERS FAVORITE book award winner. When a man is miraculously
saved from being hit by a bus, Xander’s life turns in to the living embodiment of
the tornadoes he can suddenly create with a flick of his wrist. Whether he wants
this gift or not, Xander must learn to use his new ‘super power’ quickly if he wants
to survive. THE EARTH GIVES WAY TO THE SEA, THE SEA BOWS BEFORE THE WIND,
THE WIND FEEDS THE FLAME, THE FLAME BURNS THE WORLD OF MAN DOWN TO
THE EARTH. The sleepy town of White Halls harbors a dangerous secret. On a
picturesque street, two houses down from a lovely little park, in a quaint little
home with a wraparound porch, lives a family that seems rather normal. Sure, their
twenty-year-old son, Xander, still lives at home, but he’s going to college and
dating the leader of the school’s top sorority. It’s all very… normal. However, when
a man is miraculously saved from being hit by a bus, Xander’s life turns in to the
living embodiment of the tornadoes he can suddenly create with a flick of his wrist.
Whether he wants this gift or not, Xander must learn to use his new ‘super power’
quickly if he wants to survive. For his kind is a dying race, and when this sleepy
town has a sudden influx of new, blonde, fire wielders, no one is safe, especially
Xander. It doesn’t help that one of these blondes happens to be the most beautiful
girl he has ever seen. Xander can’t deny the instant connection he feels to her so,
when she tries to kill him, it certainly makes things complicated. Wind Warrior is
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the first book in the World Aflame series by Jon Messenger. This series is complete
and ready for binge reading. Praise for Wind Warrior: "Yet another book to catch,
"Wind Warrior" is a fascinating take on Armageddon, coming of age, self-discovery
and a budding love story. And all of these elements are captured in a tale that will
surely captivate young adults everywhere. Readers will surely be glued to the book
until the last page, what with its non-stop sequence packed with a lot of action,
topped off with a modern Romeo and Juliet romance in the background. Jon
Messenger writes in a voice that youngsters will easily relate to, as the characters
involved are the kind we can definitely root for, while they engage in battles and
inner struggles. It is a light read, yet filled to the brim with excitement. This is a
book that entertains as well as imparts a lesson or two. I highly recommend it to all
readers, young and old alike." - Readers' Favorite Young adult books free Teen and
Young Adult Books young adult adventure books young adult adventure fantasy
young adult science fiction Visionary & Metaphysical Scary Stories Survival Stories
Dystopian Books for Teen Boys young adult apocalypse fiction and adventure Boys
and Men Issues Young Adult Science Fiction Action Adventure Thriller Dystopian
Survival Fiction Apocalyptic Survival Stories Young Adult Supernatural Mystery
Young adult books for boys Science Fiction Super powers Apocalyptic Fiction YA
books for teens Urban Fantasy young adult science fiction thriller Social Family
Issues Friendship

A Blaze of Sun
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The second book of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! In
the beginning, nine aliens left their home planet Lorien when it fell under attack by
the evil Mogadorians. They scattered on Earth and went into hiding. They look like
ordinary teenagers but have extraordinary powers. The Mogs have come for them.
They killed Number One in Malaysia, Number Two in England, and Number Three in
Kenya. They tried to get John Smith, Number Four, in Ohio—but they failed. Now
John has joined forces with Number Six, and they are on the run. But they are not
alone. Already John and Six have inspired Marina, Number Seven, who has been
hiding in Spain. She’s been following the news of what’s happening, and she’s
certain this is the sign she’s been waiting for. It’s time to come together. Michael
Bay, director of Transformers, raved: “Number Four is a hero for this generation.”
This epic story is perfect for fans of action-packed science fiction like The Fifth
Wave series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson
Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Don’t miss the
rest of the series: #3: The Rise of Nine, #4: The Fall of Five, #5: The Revenge of
Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t miss the first book in the
brand-new I Am Number Four spin-off series: Generation One.

Mindspeak
The emotional power of If I Stay meets the survival story of Maze Runner
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Genetically engineered identical twins Kyle and Connor McAdams were born two
years apart. Their parents figured it was safer that way, to increase their odds of
survival. Connor was born first, paving an impossibly perfect path for Kyle to
follow. He was the best at everything—valedictorian, star quarterback etc. Kyle
never thought he’d be able to live up, so he didn’t even try. But when Connor, 18,
suddenly drops dead of a heart attack, and Kyle learns of other genetically
modified kids who’ve also died on their eighteenth birthdays, he’s suddenly
motivated—to save his own life. Like Connor and all the rest, Kyle was conceived at
the Genesis Innovations Laboratory, where the mysterious Dr. Mueller conducted
experiments on them. The clock’s ticking as Kyle searches for answers: who was
Dr. Mueller really, and what did he do to cause their hearts to stop at eighteen? He
must unravel the clues quickly, before, he too, becomes another perfect, blue-eyed
corpse.

Shot in Darkness
Welcome to the 5th book of The Shade series "Of course you know waho I am. I'm
a daughter of the darkness just as surely as you are his son" Ever since his brief
encounter with Emilia at The Shade, Derek's thoughts and dreams have been
haunted with images of the mysterious, beautiful brunette. Plagued with guilt, he
struggles to understand why he is so drawn to this dark stranger from his past.
When Emilia suddenly appears again on the island, Derek is both terrified and
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intrigued. But this time, he is determined to involve Sofia and discover who this
woman is. If only Derek and Sofia knew, Emilia is a mystery that should be left
undiscovered

The Eden Trilogy: Omnibus Edition
After dozens of Lexington, Kentucky’s forgotten—mostly prostitutes and the
homeless—swamp local hospitals from apparent overdoses over the 4th of July
weekend, Kentucky cops soon discover a new synthetic form of heroin is infecting
their communities, and that gangs—namely the outlaw motorcycle gang Samael’s
Army—are responsible for using a “disposable” population to test the new drug.
Soon after, the deadly new drug claims the daughter of a U.S. senator, and FBI
Director Jack Waller assigns Brooke Fairfax to the case. Because the synthetic
opioid was created in a lab, the feds turn to the expertise of billionaire chemist
Declan O’Roark, who is all too happy to lend a hand if it will bring him closer to
Brooke. As Brooke and Declan are forced to work together, Declan attempts to tear
down the barriers around Brooke’s heart. But when Brooke gets drawn into the
depths of the outlaw motorcycle gang she’s investigating, she and Declan both
fear for her life.

A Chance for Charity
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Now the Director of the Kentucky Office of Homeland Security, Brooke Fairfax has
one objective: Stay on top of all threats to the people and property of the
Commonwealth. The position is thankless and never-ending. It even pulls her out of
Declan O’Roark’s bed in the middle of the night. A power grid failure has struck
Kentucky’s largest city and Brooke assumes the role of lead coordinator for the
investigation. The power outage pushes the city to the brink of chaos. Police, fire,
and rescue workers are overwhelmed—their efforts crippled by failed
communication systems, looters ransacking businesses, hospitals running on
emergency generators, and people desperate to find safety in a city quickly
eroding into lawlessness. While experts scramble to restore the grid before
thousands lose their lives, Declan receives word from an intelligence contact that
an eastern European cell of cyber terrorists are looking to take down the power
grid for the entire Eastern Seaboard. Brooke and Declan must combine their efforts
before the next attack. Just as Brooke and Declan get close to the truth, the
attackers turn their attention on stopping their greatest threat—Brooke and
Declan.

Emerge (Emerge Trilogy Book 1)
This is the third book in the Mindspeak series. Wellington Boarding School is home
to human clones, an identity that Lexi Matthews once hoped to escape. Shattered
by the loss of her father and then her best friend at the hand of Sandra Whitmeyer,
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the woman from whom she was created, Lexi Matthews is after one thing…
Revenge. When Sandra sends a series of threatening “gifts” beginning the night of
Lexi’s eighteenth birthday, she determines that Sandra will never stop destroying
the lives of her and her friends. Once again, Lexi must battle to grasp the
complexities of her creation. As Lexi and Jack discover the horrific details to
experiments Sandra is conducting with human life inside her new lab, Lexi decides
there’s only one way to end Sandra’s threats. But following that path could cost
her everything—including Jack.

Deadly Design
Winner of 2014 AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for Best Young Adult Science Book
Longlisted for the PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award One of Nature's
Summer Book Picks One of Publishers Weekly's Top Ten Spring 2013 Science
Books For centuries, we've toyed with our creature companions, breeding dogs
that herd and hunt, housecats that look like tigers, and teacup pigs that fit snugly
in our handbags. But what happens when we take animal alteration a step further,
engineering a cat that glows green under ultraviolet light or cloning the beloved
family Labrador? Science has given us a whole new toolbox for tinkering with life.
How are we using it? In Frankenstein's Cat, the journalist Emily Anthes takes us
from petri dish to pet store as she explores how biotechnology is shaping the
future of our furry and feathered friends. As she ventures from bucolic barnyards
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to a "frozen zoo" where scientists are storing DNA from the planet's most exotic
creatures, she discovers how we can use cloning to protect endangered species,
craft prosthetics to save injured animals, and employ genetic engineering to supply
farms with disease-resistant livestock. Along the way, we meet some of the
animals that are ushering in this astonishing age of enhancement, including sensorwearing seals, cyborg beetles, a bionic bulldog, and the world's first cloned cat.
Through her encounters with scientists, conservationists, ethicists, and
entrepreneurs, Anthes reveals that while some of our interventions may be trivial
(behold: the GloFish), others could improve the lives of many species-including our
own. So what does biotechnology really mean for the world's wild things? And what
do our brave new beasts tell us about ourselves? With keen insight and her
trademark spunk, Anthes highlights both the peril and the promise of our scientific
superpowers, taking us on an adventure into a world where our grandest science
fiction fantasies are fast becoming reality.

The Obsession
When everyone reads minds, a secret is a dangerous thing to keep. Sixteen-yearold Kira Moore is a zero, someone who can't read thoughts or be read by others.
Zeros are outcasts who can't be trusted, leaving her no chance with Raf, a regular
mindreader and the best friend she secretly loves. When she accidentally controls
Raf's mind and nearly kills him, Kira tries to hide her frightening new ability from
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her family and an increasingly suspicious Raf. But lies tangle around her, and she's
dragged deep into a hidden underworld of mindjackers, where having to mind
control everyone she loves is just the beginning of the deadly choices before her.
MINDJACK: KIRA Open Minds (Book 1) Closed Hearts (Book 2) Free Souls (Book 3)
Mindjack Short Story Collection (Book 4) MINDJACK: ZEPH Locked Tight (Book 1)
Cracked Open (Book 2) Broken Wide (Book 3) The Locksmith (Book 4) FORMATS
AND TRANSLATIONS Mindjack available in ebook, print, audiobook, French and
German LIVE ACTION TRAILER Voted Best Trailer at the 2014 Illinois International
Film Festival and one of 50 Most Cinematic Trailers Ever Made – check it out at
Susan’s website. KEYWORDS: young adult science fiction, young adult dystopian,
teen science fiction, cyberpunk, action and adventure, genetic engineering, postapocalyptic, metaphysical and visionary, young adult free books, young adult
science fiction, young adult books free, dystopian books free, dystopian novels
free, science fiction free

The Gifting
The riveting novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Liar. “She
stood in the deep, dark woods, breath shallow and cold prickling over her skin
despite the hot, heavy air. She took a step back, then two, as the urge to run fell
over her.” Naomi Bowes lost her innocence the night she followed her father into
the woods. In freeing the girl trapped in the root cellar, Naomi revealed the horrible
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extent of her father’s crimes and made him infamous. No matter how close she
gets to happiness, she can’t outrun the sins of Thomas David Bowes. Now a
successful photographer living under the name Naomi Carson, she has found a
place that calls to her, a rambling old house in need of repair, thousands of miles
away from everything she’s ever known. Naomi wants to embrace the solitude, but
the kindly residents of Sunrise Cove keep forcing her to open up—especially the
determined Xander Keaton. Naomi can feel her defenses failing, and knows that
the connection her new life offers is something she’s always secretly craved. But
the sins of her father can become an obsession, and, as she’s learned time and
again, her past is never more than a nightmare away.

A Thief Consumed
A witch. A murder. A curse Beneath the murky waters of the lake, an ancient being
slumbers, and Brygida is its servant. A charming painter invites her to the village's
harvest feast, which ends with a murder. When he's accused, can she save him,
when failure means condemning the rest of the village, and being dragged into the
deep?

Exposed in Darkness
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Lola Parks is hopelessly trapped, torn between her thirst for freedom and the
clutches of the man sculpting her into a master thief. However, her latest heist
makes her the target of a murderer. Soon after Lola lifts a diamond worth £2.6
million from the finger of a young socialite at a posh London soirée, the victim ends
up missing a finger—and dead. Dimitri Tobias is tasked with finding the thug
responsible for murdering his client’s daughter while stealing a priceless diamond.
But when Dimitri meets the exquisite and sexy Lola Parks, he is forced to ask if the
stunning thief is also a cold-blooded killer. With the diamond in her possession,
Lola knows the killer will come for her next. She is left with only one choice: seek
the help of the man tracking a thief… and a killer. But can she convince him those
two people aren’t one and the same? When Dimitri discovers what evil force is
behind the murder, he becomes torn between capturing a thief, saving a thief, and
falling in love with a thief. A Thief Revealed is the first book in an exciting new
romantic suspense series. It’s fast-paced, thrilling plot and heart-pounding, sexy
romance will have you turning pages well into the night. Download A Thief
Revealed and discover a new kind of heist novel.

The Human
"Christie Anderson has out done herself again! Ambrosia Shore is a story filled with
love, danger, suspense, forgiveness, and loyalty. It has plenty of surprise that will
keep you on your toes. Simply amazing!" ~Just Me, Myself, and I Book
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ReviewsAmbrosia Shore is Book 3 of the Water Keepers series.Sadie never
dreamed she would see the world of Ambrosia with her own two eyes, just like
Rayne never believed he would have the chance to share it with her. Finally, they
can be together without any lies, without hiding who they are, in a world that
shines brighter than Sadie could ever imagine. There's only one problem. Rayne
had to break grievous laws in order to bring her there, and he is expected to pay
the price. Sadie believes her father has the power to free Rayne, but he has been
missing for days. Now, Sadie is alone in an unfamiliar world and desperate to help
Rayne before it's too late.

Feast of the Mother
As the possessor of the Choronzon Key, H.C. Logan has grown accustomed to its
visions sending her all over the map in order to protect people in peril. Her latest
mission lands her in a small town in Montana, where not everything is exactly as it
seems.

Tracked
Open Minds (Mindjack: Kira Book One)
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"All Sophie ever wanted was a way out. Only a few weeks ago, she was a quiet art
student with an overbearing mother and no higher dream than starting university
and reuniting with her BFF, but destiny intervenes in the form of a fox bite. If being
attacked by a rabid animal isn't freaky enough, her new town has secrets. People
are dying, and Sophie feels she is being watched. Then there's the arrogant and
annoyingly sexy Sebastian with his plummy accent and come-to-bed eyes creeping
her out. She should stay well away, but then he does live in the spooky manor
house, and curiosity is her middle name"--

School of Potential
A thin line separates life from death, freedom from oppression. One misstep. One
wrong choice. When Cricket Black is purposely exposed to Bad Sam, she must
choose: fight New Caelum’s stranglehold on its citizens’ freedom or succumb to the
hopelessness of the lethal virus. A dear friend’s death at the hands of New Caelum
forces Cricket on a path to confront her past, which holds the secret to a
permanent cure but also opens old wounds over the loss of her parents. Sending
the devastating Samael Strain virus into the outlying communities lands New
Caelum on the verge of war with the western settlements. Inside the city, growing
tension between the lower classes and New Caelum’s elite rulers puts the city on
edge and creates a growing divide between Vice-President Westlin Layne and his
mother, President Ginger Layne. With death, chaos, and revolution surrounding
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them, will West and Cricket have to sacrifice their love for each other to bring a
peaceful resolution to the wars that rage inside and outside the city?

Desired in Darkness
Allie Hunter is caught in a tangle of fae intrigue and deception. Can she save her
world from their schemes?

Renaissance
The Power of Six
The passionate, impulsive Briana Howard and the sly, snarky Jonas Whitmeyer
make a perfect mess of a couple. Both are stubborn, smart, and sexy. They’re also
human clones with supernatural powers. Jonas had resigned himself to a solitary
life on the remote island of Palmyra, home of Sandra Whitmeyer’s clandestine
clone-growing lab. With young clones now inexplicably dying, Jonas is torn between
feeling responsible for cleaning up his mother’s mistakes—alone—and his desire to
be with Bree. A heated tussle on Palmyra leaves Jonas and Briana further apart
than ever. Bree storms off to Portland, Oregon, but not before encountering clones
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of a loved one lost long ago. Jonas tracks down Briana in Portland, where they race
to discover the truth about ties between the Howards and the Whitmeyers against
a host of obstacles and enemies. Will Jonas and Bree find a way to be together
amid an ever-shifting maze of deceit, misdirection and danger unearthed by the
darkest of family secrets?

A Brush With the Moon
The man she barely escaped in her youth stands ready to welcome her home. Lily
Thomas can no longer run from her past. With her New York publishing career in
tatters and a stalker tracing her every step, she flees to her hometown in hope of a
fresh start. But when the obsessed fiend follows, she fears the only person who can
help her is the man whose heart she broke 12 years ago. FBI Special Agent Cooper
Adams never got over losing his childhood sweetheart. Dedicating his life to taking
down human traffickers, he’s still tormented by the shocking event that sent Lily
running from his arms. While elated by their chance reunion, the discovery of a
bloody warning splattered across her front door sparks Cooper’s protective
instincts for his former love. With nowhere safe from the terror, Lily receives
threatening messages tying Cooper to her ordeal. And with each clue they
uncover, the agent believes the crimes of the past are on a collision course, and
tragic consequences are imminent. Can Lily and Cooper solve a brutal sex
trafficking case decades in the making, or will a shadowy force rip their love apart?
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Truth is in the Darkness is the second standalone novel in the suspenseful Paynes
Creek romantic thriller series. If you like small-town characters, dark twists and
turns, and the perfect balance of action in and out of the bedroom, then you’ll
adore Heather Sunseri’s riveting tale. Buy Truth is in the Darkness to face the
horror today!

Fae Hunter
A woman haunted by her past. A killer who won't let her forget. Faith Day's
condition curses her to recall her mother’s fiery murder like it was yesterday. And
when the forensic photographer’s convicted stepbrother is somehow cleared 12
years later and released from prison, Faith wonders if he'll put an end to her
tortured memories. But after a string of eerily familiar fires tear through her small
town, Faith starts to question every detail of her traumatic past. Luke Justice won't
rest until he catches a notorious serial killer masking his murders in arson.
Following a trail of deadly blazes to Faith's doorstep, the FBI agent senses she
holds the key to the case. But if he can't convince her to open up, Luke fears he'll
miss his best chance to put a psychopath behind bars. As Faith fights the
resurgence of dark emotions, an arsonist begins leaving personal totems in her
home. Determined to stay alive, she taps into the only weapon she has against the
vicious murderer: the echoes of her childhood nightmare. Can Faith help Luke
unmask the true killer before they both go up in flames? Death is in the Detailsis a
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chilling standalone thriller novel. If you like small-town mysteries, psychological
thrillers, and spine-tingling twists, then you'll love Heather Sunseri's latest pageturning tale. Buy Death is in the Detailsto watch a victim bring a killer to justice
today!

Frankenstein's Cat
The first in an exciting new series that will appeal to fans of Matched and
Divergent! One day Evie's an ordinary seventeen year old, grieving for her mother.
The next, she's a Shield, the result of a decades old experiment gone wrong,
bound by DNA to defend her best friend from an unknown killer

Spark
A year-old murder in the rainforest of Costa Rica haunts Raven MacMillan. Details
of the tragedy she witnessed remain suppressed deep inside her subconscious.
When circumstances force her to return to the scene of the crime, someone makes
it abundantly clear: Raven isn’t welcome. Finally healing from his girlfriend’s
murder, human clone Kyle Jones is on a mission: find the stolen trackers scientists
are using to control the actions of innocent children. When he meets Raven, he
uses his supernatural gift to explore her repressed memories and discovers the
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missing trackers have everything to do with who is now watching Raven. And who
killed his first love. As past and present collide, Raven struggles to face her
demons, but remembering the truth of that fateful night could prove fatal. And Kyle
will do anything to ensure the past isn’t repeated.

Mindsurge
“Plagues and politics and romance, oh my! Dystopia meets science fiction in
Emerge, the first book in a new series from popular YA author Heather Sunseri.
…Truly, a well-crafted dystopian romance! Don’t miss this one!” ~Serena Chase,
USA Today‘s Happy Ever After blog, author of The Ryn Six years ago, a highly
contagious virus wiped out more than ninety-nine percent of the country’s
population. The only person to contract the virus and survive, Cricket fled her
identity and the safety of New Caelum, an airtight city. Now eighteen, she watches
the city where the wealthy cocooned from the devastating outbreak. When the
city’s rumbling incinerator wakes her one night while she and her friends are
camping just beyond the city walls, she alone knows what the fiery machine
means: the lethal virus is back. Only eighteen, Westlin Layne is already being
groomed to succeed his mother as New Caelum’s next president. Suddenly West’s
sister develops symptoms of the deadly virus thought to be eradicated years ago.
Placed under quarantine, the president confesses to West a long-held secret:
Christina Black, West’s childhood friend and first love, survived the virus, and her
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body alone holds the precious antibodies to save his sister. Now West must leave
the city to find Christina. But Cricket has no intention of being found.

Wind Warrior
"If science is right, then I am crazy. And crazy is dangerous." Tess Eckhart has
always felt things nobody else can feel. Then the Ouija board incident happens at a
high school party. Her complete freak out sends her family across the country-next
to a nationally-renowned facility for the mentally ill. Worried Tess suffers from the
same illness that tormented her grandmother, her parents insist she see a
psychiatrist. But Tess is more concerned about fitting in at her new school, and
hiding the fact that she's seeing a therapist at the Edward Brooks Facility. She's
used to whispers and stares, but when it comes to Luka Williams, a reluctantly
popular boy in her class, she's unused to a stare that intense. Then the headaches
start, and the seemingly prophetic dreams that haunt her at night. As Tess tries to
hide them, she becomes increasingly convinced that Luka knows something-that
he might somehow be responsible. But what if she's wrong? What if Luka Williams
is the only thing separating her from a madness too terrifying to fathom?

Covered in Darkness
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USA Today Bestselling author, W.J. May brings you a continuation of the
international bestselling series, The Chronicles of Kerrigan! Come back and enjoy
the famous characters, or step into the series right here. You won't be
disappointed! How do you save the world, when it's already been saved? Eighteenyear-old Aria was supposed to have it all. A tight-knit circle of friends, a loving
family, and a magical tatu on her lower back that gave her every superpower
under the sun. When it came to the battle between good and evil, she was ready to
do her part. There's just one little problem. …good has already won. Trapped
beneath their parents' legacy, Aria and her friends find themselves restlessly
pacing the halls of Guilder University, desperate to come into their powers,
desperate for whatever comes next. The months blend together, each more
monotonous than the next, until one day, no different than any other, a mysterious
stranger comes to school. Determined to uncover his secrets and driven by a fierce
need to prove themselves, the new gang does whatever it takes to show the rest of
the world they're ready. But that readiness comes at a cost. Will it be a price
they're willing to pay? Kerrigan Kids School of Potential Myths of Magic Kith & Kin
Playing With Power Line of Ancestry Descent of Hope SEARCH TERMS: action
adventure romance, mystery, sequel, paranormal romance, paranormal new adult
romance, new adult college romance, new adult, romance, fantasy, superpowers,
superhero fantasy ebooks, supernatural free kindle books, superhero, supernatural,
young adult fantasy, young adult, Teen reads, coming of age, sagas, Chronicles of
Kerrigan, dark fantasy, fantasy anthology, fantasy witches, prequel, hybrid, hybrid
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paranormal, hybrid fantasy, Meyers, Stephanie, w.j. may, tattoos, werewolf series,
FICTION / Fantasy / Paranormal FICTION / Romance / Paranormal / Shifters FICTION
/ Fantasy / Contemp, young adult paranormal, juvenille, humorous, tattooist, dark
paranormal, horror romance, fantasy new adult, horror, paranormal suspense, The
Chronicles of Kerrigan, series, boarding school, paranormal, England, Tudor, New
Adult & College Romance, new adult and coll, academy, magic

Mindsiege
Just days before the running of the biggest thoroughbred horse race in the world,
an act of bioterrorism kills Kentucky’s lieutenant governor, and former FBI Special
Agent Brooke Fairfax receives a video of the murder from her long-time
anonymous source. When Brooke discovers domestic terrorists are actually after
the governor—her late husband’s brother—and that the radicals are eyeing more
targets, she heads to Kentucky to stop the threat. Shortly after the political
assassination, the FBI zeroes in on one person: international mogul Declan
O’Roark. Though Brooke has been out of the game since her husband was
murdered, her former boss thinks she is the perfect candidate to connect Declan to
the crime. Despite the FBI clearly establishing means and opportunity, Declan
remains unfazed; his motives have nothing to do with murder, but with getting
closer to Brooke Fairfax. And Brooke finds the case becoming even more unclear
as she falls for the FBI’s number one suspect.
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Secret is in the Bones
New Caelum is virus-free, and its citizens are eager to venture outside for the first
time in nearly seven years. But when an outsider shows up with a near-fatal dog
bite along with a harsh message from Governor Jackson, it becomes clear: the elite
people of New Caelum are not welcome outside the gates of New Caelum and new
dangers lurk in the outside world. With Cricket suffering nightmares over past
battles and West discovering a dark secret his mother kept well hidden from him-a
secret that threatens to tear Cricket and West apart forever, Cricket and West
leave the city in search of a place for the people of New Caelum to settle. They will
not only have to fight Governor Jackson's obstacles, they'll be searching for a
future together neither of them is confident exists.

Deceived
The city of New Eden is cleared, but it won’t stay that way forever. The Bane
continue to advance in horrific ways that will wipe humanity from the face of the
Earth. A storm is coming, one none of them could have dared imagine. When a
group of outsiders come to the city, everyone is on edge. They have too many
questions and not enough answers about where they are from or what they want.
Just because they are human doesn’t mean they can be trusted. Eve made a
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choice–one that could have deadly repercussions. Desperate hearts bring about
desperate actions. Now she must make another decision as her world continues to
crumble: come to terms with who she really is, or risk her sanity. She thought she
had unlocked all the secrets from her past, but there are truths still buried that
leave her questioning what is real and what is not.

Emerge Series
She needed peace, not murder. He wanted love but found danger. Will a talented
pair of investigators live to see their romance bloom? Forensic photographer Faith
Day can’t forget her tortured past. And returning to her hometown to help care for
her nephew means rebuilding all she’s lost. But her brave plans shatter when her
best friend is suspected of her own husband’s brutal slaying… FBI Special Agent
Luke Justice never rests until the culprits are caught. But when a violent case
touches the life of the woman he loves, he can’t help but make it personal. And
with a second investigation into a vicious prison gang diverting all his attention, he
fears he’ll struggle to protect her from the killer’s disturbing taunts. Discovering an
ominous photo of herself at the crime scene, Faith is terrified the murderer is
someone she knows. And when Luke uncovers a sinister connection to Faith, he
suspects they’re all being lured into a lethal trap. Can Luke and Faith stop the
slaughter before they join the body count? Secret is in the Bones is the beguiling
third tale in the Paynes Creek Thriller romantic suspense series. If you like deadly
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twists, devious psychopaths, and against-all-odds chemistry, then you’ll adore
Heather Sunseri’s fast-paced story. Buy Secret is in the Bones to free the innocent
today!

Ambrosia Shore
This is the second book in the Mindspeak series. An intruder has seized control of
Lexi Matthew’s mind, putting those closest to her in grave danger. When someone
snakes into Lexi’s head and threatens Jack’s life at Lexi’s own hand, she must
quickly decide: leave Jack and the web of lies and controversial medical science
behind in order to protect him, or stay and fight to regain control of her own mind
but risk Jack’s life. Before Lexi can choose, she’s immersed into the underground
world of the International Intelligence Agency, where she discovers the realm of
cloning and mind control is much larger than she and Jack ever imagined and is
growing bigger and more dangerous. As the band of teenage human clones
uncovers more of their supernatural abilities, a dominant force inside the IIA is at
work to take over their powers. Can Lexi stop the person who has invaded her
mind before the IIA captures them all, or will she sacrifice herself to save those she
loves?

The Water Wars
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Welcome to a future where water is more precious than oil or gold Hundreds of
millions of people have already died, and millions more will soon fall-victims of
disease, hunger, and dehydration. It is a time of drought and war. The rivers have
dried up, the polar caps have melted, and drinkable water is now in the hands of
the powerful few. There are fines for wasting it and prison sentences for exceeding
the quotas. But Kai didn't seem to care about any of this. He stood in the open
road drinking water from a plastic cup, then spilled the remaining drops into the
dirt. He didn't go to school, and he traveled with armed guards. Kai claimed he
knew a secret-something the government is keeping from us And then he was
gone. Vanished in the middle of the night. Was he kidnapped? Did he flee? Is he
alive or dead? There are no clues, only questions. And no one can guess the
lengths to which they will go to keep him silent. We have to find him-and the truthbefore it is too late for all of us.
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